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Wordy expressions
WORDY EXPRESSIONS SHORTER SUbSTITUTE
a considerable amount of much
a considerable number of many
a great number of times often
a large number of many
a majority of most
a number of some
a small number of few
a sufficient amount of enough
accounted for by the fact that because
adversely impact on hurt, hinder
afford an opportunity let, allow
after the conclusion of after
along the lines of like
an example of this is the fact that for example
an overwhelming amount most
are of the same opinion agree
as a consequence of because, due to
as a means of to
as of this date today
as it stands right now as it stands
as long as if, unless
as to whether whether
at a rapid rate rapidly
at an early date soon
at an earlier date previously
at some future time later
at the conclusion of after
Continue
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WORDY EXPRESSIONS SHORTER SUbSTITUTE
at the present time now
at this point in time now
at this time now
based on the fact that because
because of the fact that because
brought about an increase in increased
by a factor of two twice, double, twofold
by means of by, with
causal factor cause
considerable amount of much
despite the fact that although
due to the fact that because
during the course of during, while
during the period of while
during the time that while
equally as well as well, equally well
fatal outcome death
first of all first
for a period of for
for the purpose of for, to
for the reason that because
from the point of view of for
give an account of describe
give rise to cause
has been engaged in a study of has studied
has proved to be is
has the capability of can
has the functionability of can function
have the appearance of look like, resemble
having regard to about
if and when if, when
if you want so save on time to save time
in all cases always
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WORDY EXPRESSIONS SHORTER SUbSTITUTE
in an effort to to
in a number of cases some
in a position to can
in a satisfactory manner satisfactorily
in a timely manner promptly
in almost all instances nearly always
in close proximity to close to, near
in excess of more than
in a large measure largely
in lieu of instead
in light of the fact that because
in many cases often
in most cases usually
in order to to
in order that for, so
in respect to about
in spite of the fact that although
in the absence of without
in the event that if
in the eventuality that if
in the field of in
in the first place first
in the near future soon
in the vast majority of cases usually
in view of the fact that because
inasmuch as because
including but not limited to including
it is essential for you to you must
it is interesting to note that note that
it is often the case that often
it may be that we think
laboratory environment laboratory
larger in comparison to larger than
Continue
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WORDY EXPRESSIONS SHORTER SUbSTITUTE
led to an increase in increased
majority of most
manner in which the way that, how
not later than by
notwithstanding the fact that although
of insufficient magnitude too small
of the opinion that think that
on a daily basis daily
on account of because
on behalf of for
on no occasion never
on the grounds that because
on the part of by
owing to the fact that because
presents a similar picture to resembles
provided that if
quite a large quantity of much
quite unique unique
rather large large
reported in the literature reported
resultant effect result
resulted in a decrease in decreased
serves the function of being is
subsequent to after
successfully complete complete, pass
the great majority of most
the predominant number of most
the question as to whether whether
the vast majority of most
this result would seem to indicate this result indicates
through the use of by, with
to the extent that if
to the fullest possible extent fully
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until such time as until
was of the opinion that believed
we have insufficient knowledge we do not know
what is the explanation of why
whether or not whether
with a view to to
with reference to about
with regard to about
with respect to about
with the result that so that
writing activity writing
